Proboscis Monkey’s Hematology Profile in South Kalimantan
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Abstract

Proboscis monkey (Nasalis larvatus) is one of the endemic species in Kalimantan. Nowadays, they are belonging to endangered species based on IUCN assessment. Blood examination is important for body health evaluation, especially in non-human primates where lived in a zoo, animal captive or rehabilitation center. The study was carried out to examine the hematology profile of female-juvenile proboscis monkey blood cells in Sahabat Bekantan Indonesia in Banjarmasin, South Kalimantan. Blood samples were collected from four female-juvenile proboscis's monkey at Sahabat Bekantan Indonesia. The sample was examined for hematology and blood morphology profile. The hematology profile showed the mean of erythrocytes, the erythrocytes indices, the mean of leukocytes, the differential of leukocytes and the mean of platelets. The morphology of proboscis monkey blood cells was similar to other domestic animals, even though the shape and size were various. In conclusion, there was no blood cell abnormality and the hematology profile could be a clinical parameter for monitoring and evaluating female-juvenile proboscis monkey in the rehabilitation center.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is the second of the highest biodiversity country in the world [1] and twenty percent of primate species is found in Indonesia [2]. Proboscis monkey (Nasalis larvatus) is one of the endemic species in Kalimantan [3, 4]. This primate belongs to Colobinae subfamily and distributed in Kalimantan, Sabah, Sarawak, and Brunei. According to the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) assessment, proboscis monkey belongs to endangered species [5]. The decrease of the primate population is mainly caused by deforestation and illegal trading [3, 6]. Deforestation also allows the hunter to provide primates illegal trading [6]. The decrease of population is also expected as the main cause of the change of distribution pattern of the primate population in a certain area [7].

In Indonesia, regulation of wildlife protection, particularly for endangered species had been declared since 1931. To date, the Indonesian Ministry of Environment and Forestry declared that proboscis monkey is one of the twenty-five species which has been increased in population. Increasing the population by establishment and arrangement of conservation area are not only for maintaining the ecological and evolutionary process that determine the biodiversity but also for preserving the high value of biodiversity, ecologically and economically [3]. The conservation area has been important in wildlife and environment so that it is needed the ecology indicator as an environment quality determinant. Several forest areas used protected primates as an indicator whose lives depend on forest and trees. Research support in proboscis monkey’s conservation program is needed. Recently, the study about proboscis monkey is limited to habitat, distribution, and behavior and ecology aspect. Furthermore, proboscis monkey is a wildlife species that is intolerant in habitat destruction [8, 9]. Besides, the seed source is the ecology factor which determines primate population sustainability [10]. Feed source affects the distribution of population and energy for individual health and reproduction. In several conservation areas, zoo, captivity and rehabilitation centers, individual health is an important factor to maintain the population. Medical information is also important as a basis of science for conservation implementation, especially for medical treatment consideration.
Blood is a connective tissue in the body, the special connective tissue which consists of 2 components, cells and plasma [11]. Blood has an important role in the body such as transportation, regulation, and protection. Blood carrying oxygen, nutrient, hormone and metabolism product to the whole body, maintaining the body temperature, pH and volume of body fluid. Blood also protecting the body from infection and blood loss [12]. Blood examination is important for body health screening [13, 14], especially for non-human primates where lived in a zoo, animal captive or rehabilitation center [14]. Health screening is an important part of maintaining primate welfare in captive breeding or laboratory as experimental research. Popular non-human primates that are used in biomedical research are Maqua mulatta (thesus monkeys), generate scientific development which giving benefit to both, human and veterinary medicine [15, 16]. Primate health screening is important to detection of infectious, non-infectious, behavior and nutritious disorder in animal captive [17]. Unfortunately, there is no medical data about proboscis monkey, especially for a blood profile. The study was carried out to examine the hematologic profile of female-juvenile proboscis monkey blood cells in Sahabat Bekantan Indonesia in Banjarmasin, South Kalimantan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Ethic Approval

Samples were collected from four female-juvenile proboscis monkey (3-5 years old) from Sahabat Bekantan Indonesia, South Kalimantan. Samples were processed for blood film preparation and hematology profile examination. The method of medical examination was approved by the Ethical Clearance Committee in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Universitas Gadjah Mada. The examination was the first medical check-up which was conducted as a part of cooperation among Sahabat Bekantan Indonesia, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Universitas Gadjah Mada and Lambung Mangkurat University.

Blood Cells Profile Examination

The blood film preparation was fixated by using methanol (Emsure, Germany) and then visualized by using Giemsa staining method. Blood film preparations were immersed in 10% Giemsa solution for 30 minutes. Blood cell morphology was observed and analyzed descriptively by using a light microscope. The photomicrograph of blood cells was taken by using Optilab® camera with 1250X magnification (ocular lens 12.5x magnification X objective lens 100 x magnifications).

The blood samples were collected using a sterile needle and stored in the vaccutainer containing EDTA. Furthermore, samples were examined for erythrocytes, hemoglobin (Hb), leukocytes (neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes), platelets, pack cell volume (PCV), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH), and mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hematology information is crucial for ensuring animal health and welfare, and normal data is important to individual disorder detection [13]. Proboscis monkey is an endemic non-human primate from Kalimantan and their existence was endangered. The population of proboscis monkey is declining in habitat area. In situ habitat is a conservation effort to maintain of population. Beside, ex-situ habitat is also conservation effort realization from government, public community, non-government organization or educational institution for conserving the population. Sahabat Bekantan Indonesia foundation is a non-government organization which collaborates with an educational institution for supporting government program in proboscis monkey rehabilitation and conservation [18]. The previous study reported that minimum scientific information and malnutrition impacted to failure of proboscis monkey captivity [19].

There was no blood parasite detected on blood film preparation. Fig.1.A showed the morphology of erythrocytes. Proboscis monkey’s erythrocytes were showed biconcave, round and anucleate. The morphology correlates with the erythrocyte maturation process. During maturation, they produce hemoglobin to bind oxygen. The nucleus dissolved before erythrocyte entered and the powerful phagocytes, they enter the tissue and to bind by hemoglobin in the circulation [20]. Besides, the erythrocyte center was pale, it similar to dog erythrocytes and other domestic animals [11, 21]. The various appearance of blood cell morphology also detected on the blood smear preparation quality and location of the smear on the object-glass.

Granulocytes and agranulocytes were detected on blood smear preparation of proboscis monkey. The morphology was larger than erythrocytes but less in amount. Based on cytoplasmic granule and nucleus, neutrophils, basophils, and eosinophils include in polymorphonuclear granulocytes while monocytes and lymphocytes include in mononuclear agranulocytes [11, 22]. Polymorphonuclear leukocytes have various forms of nucleus, particularly neutrophils. Proboscis monkey’s neutrophil morphology was round, the nucleus was segmented and the cytoplasm was pale (Fig.1.B). The morphology of neutrophil was the same as other domestic animals [11]. Furthermore, basophil was also detected on proboscis monkey’s blood smear. Basophil morphology was round, the nucleus was segmented, and the cytoplasm was stain dark-purple (Fig.1.C). Basophils percentage is the smallest among leukocytes in the blood circulation of domestic mammals. The cells were round-oval, the nucleus was...
irregular, segmented, and bilobed. Basophils cytoplasm was reddish-purple or dark purple [11].

Proboscis monkey’s eosinophils granules are pink or red (Fig.1.D). Various sizes and numbers, moreover the granules do not usually fill the cell cytoplasm. The nucleus of eosinophils has several lobes but less than neutrophils. The previous study reported eosinophils nucleus of several domestic mammals has various forms such as kidney-shaped in pigs and C-shaped on ruminants [11]. The neutrophil is predominant leukocytes in circulation, cytoplasm granules containing enzymes and chemotactic factors are specific against microorganisms whereas cytoplasm granules of eosinophil are specific for the allergic mediator. However, eosinophil also has the same role as neutrophil. Basophil has the smallest portion in circulation, but the cytoplasm granules also mediate inflammatory response [20].

A blood cell profile is one of the clinical parameters to monitor and evaluate primate health and to determine the effective treatment for unhealthy animals [14]. The female-juvenile proboscis monkey’s hematology examination result was showed in Table 1. No differences in blood profile analysis component among species. The component of blood profile analysis is the erythroid examination, differential of leukocytes, platelet measurement, and morphology assessment [24]. Hemoglobin, PVC, MCV, MCH, and MCHC are essential to diagnose a disease, especially red blood cell disorder. These parameters correlated to erythrocyte morphology. Hemoglobin and PCV are examined for anemia detection. Mean corpuscular volume represents the total volume of erythrocytes in the sample. On the blood film preparation, MCV value also gives information about cell size (normocytic, microcytic and macrocytic). Mean corpuscular hemoglobin is the parameter to detect hemoglobin value in erythrocyte whereas MCHC is providing the hemoglobin contain in erythrocyte and it describes as normochromic and hyperchromic [25]. The other blood cell is platelets that have coagulation function. Platelets are localized at the injury site after vasoconstriction to prevent blood loss. Mammalian platelets are small and anucleate [22] but they have granules in central cells [11]. On the blood smear preparation, platelets detected as single or cluster cells.
Hematology profile was important biomedical information for the animals. It is used as a scientific direction to diagnose the disease and manage the treatment [26]. Hematology profile is necessary to evaluate health status in captive breeding or rehabilitation center for conservation purposes. The blood profile of Macaques (Macaca mulatta) in the captive animal has been reported for clinical health [14]. Besides, Macaca fascicularis’s blood profile in their habitat was assessed for investigated physiological parameters for research utilization [27]. Sex, age, body weight, breed, and habitat are influenced factors for the hematology parameter value [28]. Hematology count of Rhesus Macaca mulatta which had been reported in South-West China showed that erythrocytes and hemoglobin are significantly higher on males compared to females. On the contrary, neutrophils and eosinophils are significantly higher on the female. Then, ages also affected on the lymphocytes and platelets, those indicated that the older of individual, the higher the value of cells [29]. The age of proboscis monkey used in this study was 3-5 years old. This condition was similar to the previous study about Rhesus monkey hematology. Then, it was suggested that more samples are needed to give significant results related to age factor [29]. Habitat also affected to non-human primate hematology profile. Comparison between Cynomolgus monkeys in Southeast Asia and Asian macaques in Mauritius showed differences in MHC [28]. Proboscis monkey is an endemic primate, only founded in Kalimantan Island. Blood samples were collected from the rehabilitation center so it was suggested that there were differences possibility on the result compared to proboscis monkey from nature, also compared to several regions in Kalimantan Island. However, the previous study reported that the hematology profile among non-human primates (Baboon, Cynomolgus and Rhesus monkey) is similar significantly [29-31].

Slight differences among species of non-human primates also detected. Neutrophils and lymphocytes value of Rhesus monkey and Cynomolgus monkey were higher than Baboon. On the other hand, anesthesia conditions affected to hematology count, particularly on neutrophils count [29]. Proboscis monkey blood collection was not under anesthesia condition. It was suggested that proboscis monkey under stress condition. The condition should be possible for oversight results [29]. Blood cell morphology which is detected on the smear preparation also affected by several factors. The factors are sample condition, smear preparation quality, and anticoagulant utilization [11]. Then, mostly non-human primate’s study has a small sample size. Therefore, further study about the hematology profile should be implemented to compare the data based on the influenced factor.

**CONCLUSION**

The hematology profile could be considered as a clinical parameter in the laboratory for monitoring and evaluating female-juvenile proboscis monkey in the rehabilitation center and the morphology of proboscis monkey’s blood cells were similar to other domestic animals, even though the shape and size were various.
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